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GYPSY AND ORIENTAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. 

BY A. T. SINCLAIR. 

Two musical instruments, the Tzimbal and Pan's pipe, can be said 
to be peculiar to the Gypsies. A third, the Bagpipe, may be added in 
Western Asia and the greater part of Europe. Another, the Oboe, is 
characteristic of the Gypsies; and it is by no means improbable that they 
introduced it into Europe. The violin, often played so superbly by 
Hungarian Gypsies, and a favorite with the Romany almost everywhere, 
is generally supposed to have been developed from the Moorish ribab. 
Many things tend to show that it came into Europe also directly from 
Asia. The vertical flute, a favorite Oriental instrument much used by 
Gypsies there, is played in Europe only in some districts in the South- 
eastern portion, where Gypsies may have carried it. The tambourine 
and castanets common in the East are much affected by the Gypsies 
everywhere; so the lute, in various forms, as the Rumanian Kobza, the 
Spanish mandolin, the Arab 'Wd, the Persian thmbAirh and siz. 

The safest theory to start with, as with their music, is that the Gypsies 
brought nothing with them, originated nothing, but simply adopted in 
every country what they found, and as they found it. This was the view 
with which I began my studies on the subject. My endeavor has been to 
trace these instruments from the earliest times to the present, as com- 
pletely as possible from books and traditions, and by personal investiga- 
tions, and inquiries from natives and Europeans who have lived in the 
various countries. 

Whether the Gypsies have introduced instruments anywhere can be 
decided only by taking into account many considerations, as: their trade 
as musicians, the instruments themselves, the history of the various 
countries, and the Gypsies. 

Excepting the Pan's pipe, all these instruments are to-day played by 
Gypsies in every country in the world where the Romanies are seen. 
Some are not common everywhere; but even in the United States and 
Canada I have many reports of every one of them. The Gypsy bear- 
leaders from Syria and Rumania often play their rude bagpipe, a ver- 
tical flute, a simple oboe (Arab, zimr). Their bears often hold out a tam- 
bourine for money, after dancing or wrestling, or performing with a 
pole. I have seen a number of Rumanian Gypsies here playing the 
Rumanian Gypsy Pan's pipe. The Arab'fid and the Rumanian kobza are 
also seen. The Hungarian Gypsy tzimbal is well known as played by the 
Hungarian bands, and at times by wandering Gypsies. Gypsies are 
fiddlers everywhere, and so it is all over Europe and the Western 
Orient. 

The bear-men in Canada often have picked up a little French, and 
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sing for their bears to dance, "Ld, ri, r6ndin" (rondin, "a club"), which 
the poor bear well understands. 

These leaders often find in the United States that the bear is the 
principal attraction, and leave their instrument with their families in the 
main Gypsy band, which they join at an appointed time and place. 

Then there is a grand feast and picnic for two and three weeks. The 
different members assemble from all over the country, perhaps. Twenty 
years ago a secluded spot in the mountains near Nyack on the Hudson 
was a favorite rendezvous. At night the whole meadow and piece of 
woods, some fourteen acres, was ablaze with their camp-fires. They 
had a dancing-platform; and the dark-skinned Rumanian beauties and 
stalwart rdklj danced to their hearts' content to the sound of the fiddle, 
kobza, and bagpipe. Twelve or fifteen bears were chained to the neigh- 
boring trees. All were dressed in their richest and most gaudy costumes, 
with a profusion of gold ornaments. Even the men wore large gold ear- 
rings. Sometimes as many as forty or fifty large vans were there with a 
hundred sleek, well-kept good horses. 

Last summer a similar band rendezvoused at Dedham, Mass. Two 
wagon-loads of these Gypsies drove through Allston on their way to a 
Somerville abattoir, where they bought four live sheep. These they 
roasted whole at a barbecue, at which they claimed two hundred Gyp- 
sies were present. For several weeks they were there, and the news- 
papers were filled with long accounts of their doings. One woman com- 
plained to the police that her husband had stolen two hundred dollars 
from her. The police searched the camp, and in one wagon found fifty 
thousand dollars in gold coin. Everybody went out to see Gypsies who 
had so much money, and naturally they had their fortunes told. Two 
colored children were working for the Gypsies. Some relative claimed 
them. The police were called in, and a long account appeared in the 
papers. Later on the same two children were still found with part of 
the band near Providence, R. I., and another relative complained to the 
police there. How quickly these wild Rumanian Gypsies learn the ad- 
vantages of newspaper advertising! And at the barbecue were heard the 
same Gypsy instruments and the same Gypsy music. 

In many parts of the South similar bands often give shows and play 
these same instruments. The same band uses only one or two of them, 
but every instrument is occasionally seen. 

Gypsies are much more common in most countries of Europe than in 
America, and therefore also the instruments. They are the popular 
musicians in the Western Orient and Southeastern Europe, continually 
travelling back and forth over the whole region. This has been the case 
for many centuries. In an article on "Gypsy and Oriental Music" pub- 
lished in the January-March number in I907, the relations of Gypsies 
to the music of various countries was discussed. 
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This hasty general sketch is given as a brief introduction to a more 
particular consideration of the instruments separately. 

I. THE TZIMBAL. 

The Tzimbal, for the last fifty years at least, has been used almost 
exclusively by Gypsies, and can fairly be called a characteristic Gypsy 
instrument. In Hungary it is a "prima-donna" instrument, often 
playing the melody as well as the first violin. At all times it has a most 
important r61le, and plays an accompanying melody of its own as well as 
a general accompaniment to the violin. The two little hammers move 
over the many wires with such marvellous rapidity and dexterity as to 
take the place of several instruments in an ordinary orchestra. There 
are no dampers for the strings, as on a pianoforte; therefore they keep 
vibrating. One chord runs into another, but the skill of the performer 
avoids all discord. The music is ringing, harmonious, and has a peculiar 
weird, fascinating effect on the hearer. It is also a prima-donna Gypsy 
instrument in Rumania and the whole Balkan Peninsula. 

In Russia it is much used, but mostly by the wandering Gypsies. The 
settled Gypsies, who comprise the favorite Gypsy choruses, generally 
have a guitar for accompaniment. They play it in Sweden, Norway, 
Germany, Finland, Poland, Bohemia, Switzerland, Italy, all parts of 
Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Spain, England. 

For several centuries, and up to about a century ago, the Dulcimer, a 
similar stringed instrument, was popular, and was used in many of the 
above-named countries as well as somewhat in America. To-day it is 
played by old people at Jewish weddings in many parts of Poland. These 
dulcimers are old instruments, generally showing signs of many repairs. 
The dulcimer is strung differently from the Gypsy tzimbal, and is con- 
sidered by instrument-makers as a different instrument. Still in one 
vital respect both are the same: the wires are struck by two hammers. 
Our pianofortes have been developed from the duleimer. 

In Persia the tzimbal is the prima-donna instrument played by the 
leader of the Gypsy orchestra there, and is used almost exclusively by 
Gypsies. 

In the Erzerum district of Armenia the common people often make a 
rude kind of tzimbal themselves, and play it, while everywhere in the 
rest of Asiatic Turkey as well as in Egypt it is rare, and generally only 
used by foreign Gypsies. 

Except as above, no one now plays a tzimbal or dulcimer anywhere 
in the world where Gypsies are found. Occasionally they may be played as 
curiosities or in theatres, and sometimes as children's toys. 

The Oliver Ditson Company, Boston, inform me that they have only 
one dulcimer in stock, and that they have not sold any for ten years. 
There is no call for them. They never had a tzimbal. 
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There are historical records showing that the tzimbal has been played 
in Hungary by Gypsies for many centuries. " Mahillon's Catalogue" (of 
musical instruments), vol. i, p. 374, states that the tzimbal type is of 
quite recent origin in Western Europe, and is now very rare. On p. 85 it 
says, "It is only from the Orient that Europe, about the time of the 
Crusades, borrowed the instrument-type of the tzimbal, dulcimer, and 
psaltery." 

Before this period there is no record of these instruments as existing 
in Europe, either in books or by pictorial representations of any kind. 
Indeed, the tzimbal seems to be later than the psaltery. There are repre- 
sentations of the psaltery in church porches, choirs, and some manu- 
scripts earlier than any of the tzimbal type. The psaltery is picked; the 
tzimbal struck with little hammers. 

During the Crusades, A. D. 1096 to 1291, millions of people were con- 
tinually passing to and fro between all parts of Europe and the Orient. 
They were of all classes, - rich and poor; nobles, the educated, and the 
ignorant; the good, the bad, and degraded. There were crowds of camp- 
followers, men and women, to minister to the wants, the necessities, the 
pleasures, of the motley crowds. At that time it is known from history 
that there were thousands of Gypsies in Persia, one of whose principal 
trades was Music and the Dance. There must have been thousands in 
Asiatic Turkey, and some in Europe. Would such people not naturally 
follow along with these Crusader bands? ?Somebody at that period with 
the Crusaders brought back several types of musical instruments into 
Europe. 

In Mahillon we read, "It is generally supposed that the lute was 
introduced into Europe at the time of the Crusades" (vol. i, p. 479); 
"The psaltery was imported into the Occident at the epoch of the Cru- 
sades" (p. 82); "Neither the Greeks nor Romans had any instruments 
of the lute, guitar, or mandolin type" (p. 83); "The vertical flute is 
unknown in our countries, but is popular in Persia and Arabia" (p. 48). 
I find it is perhaps the most common and popular instrument among 
the peasants of Bessarabia, Volhynia, and some other neighboring dis- 
tricts. They make it themselves out of reeds, and some perform most 
beautifully on it. Indeed, a Russian storekeeper was so impressed by this 
music, he told me, "They played it so sweetly as to make that store 
counter weep," pointing to it. It is also there a favorite Gypsy instru- 
ment. Who would be more likely to introduce it than the Gypsies ? It 
is a very difficult instrument to learn to play. The Kurdish shepherds, 
who use it a good deal, learn first on a kind of flageolet. In Persian it is 
called nai, nj 

(•. 

(5.'). 

"The zimr, still employed in Moslem countries, is, except in some 
insignificant details, exactly like the 'schalmey' of Virdung, A. D. 1510.1 

t 
Persian, surna%, zurnsiL 

. 
• 

)); Arab, zmr (); Armenian, rn. 
Peria, - 

\~)IM" ) 5),); Vzem ; Armenian, zuirna. 
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The Crusades, which scattered over western Europe so many products 
of Oriental civilization, probably brought to us also the ancestor of the 
hautbois (oboe)" (p. 228). 

This is a favorite Gypsy instrument in the East. Often I have heard 
Arabs speak of it almost as if peculiar to them. Still it is by no means 
confined to Gypsies there. One thing, however, should always be borne 
in mind. Music is now, and from the earliest times has been, considered 
dishonorable as a public profession. The zimr is a loud, piercing instru- 
ment, hardly adapted for home use, and naturally is played most by 
public musicians, most of whom certainly are Gypsies. 

This same oboe is a very common Gypsy instrument all through South- 
eastern Europe, and is seldom used by others, except in military bands 
and orchestras. It is a Gypsy instrument there, and indeed all over the 
world. 

It is to be noticed that it is now one of the most popular and common 
instruments among the country people in central and southern Italy, 
where the largest size is called a piffero; a smaller, ciaramella ; and a still 
smaller, and shriller, a pippizzera. 

"The jew's-harp [Mahillon, vol. i, p. 102] is very ancient, and spread 
all over Asia, where it originated. In our days it is not less known in 
Europe." Curiously, the Gypsies in Egypt make and sell a great many 
jew's-harps. They also do so elsewhere, as in central and southern Italy. 
Here, however, it is now made and used by everybody as perhaps one 
of the most common instruments among the peasantry (called spdssa 
pgnsferf) . 

It is not generally known how recently most instruments have been 
introduced in our military bands. In the seventeenth century the infantry 
bands had only fifes and drums; and the cavalry, trumpets and kettle- 
drums. It was only about the middle of the eighteenth century that the 
other instruments began to be used, and many of these were copied from 
the East then. (See Mahillon, vol. ii, p. i88.) 

These citations from as good authority as exists show that the tzimbal 
probably came from Asia at the time of, or since, the Crusades. It is a 
fact that the violin was developed from the Moorish r6bib; the mandolin 
and guitar, from the Arab 'fid 

(O.); 
the psaltery, from the knuin 

qniin (' ), - all brought into Spain by the Arabs in the eighth cen- 
tury; but it seems probable that all these instruments also entered Europe 
directly from the East about the period of the Crusades. Many things 
point to this conclusion. There is no evidence that the tzimbal came 
through Spain. It apparently came the other way. All monumental and 
pictorial representations of instruments in Western Europe before A. D. 
1300 have these other instruments, but no tzimbal. 

Within the last ten or fifteen years the comparatively rude-looking but 
effective Gypsy tzimbal has been developed in Hungary into an elaborate 

VOL. XXI. - NOS. 8 I-82. 14 
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elegant instrument. This now to a large extent takes the place of a piano 
in Hungarian homes. It has become the national Hungarian instru- 
ment, and it is fashionable to play it. They call it a "czimbalom" (pro- 
nounced "tzimbalom"). A weekly paper called "The Czimbalom" is 
issued, devoted to the instrument. There are two or three professors of 
it at the Conservatory of Music, Budapest. In 19o6 an interesting "His- 
tory of the Czimbalom [Tzimbal]" (ioo pages, 8vo) was published by 
N. Joszef Schunda, a leading manufacturer of musical instruments in 

Budapest. The fact stated, that he has sold ten thousand tzimbals, and 
the prices for some, several hundred dollars, shows the interest taken in 
this old instrument. 

The tzimbal is one of the oldest instruments known. One is depicted 
on an ancient Assyrian bas-relief, and it was a common and favorite 
instrument of the ancient Assyrians. 

The Hebrews had it. Some think the Hebrew nebel was a dulcimer; 
others, that it was the psanterin mentioned in Daniel. This word would 
seem to be the same as that now used in Syria for the tzimbal, sdntir 
( ). It is the same as the Persian word sdntdr, and the modem 
Greek sdntSr, sdnttrin, santhr 

(,ravrop), 
the ancient Greek psalterion, 

Turkish santiir (2 ). Persians use several forms, - sdntir, zdnntir, 

stintir, the root of which (zdn) means "to ring," to "sound." 
The rocks on the mountains near Kermanshah are decorated with 

bas-reliefs made by the Persian King Khozru in the sixth century. A 
Persian sdntir is there depicted. 

There are other very old representations of the Persian tzimbal. It is 
not known what kind of an instrument the celebrated Sambuca of the 

captivating Lydian dancers was. Curiously Prsetorius gives, as one 
name for the tzimbal, sambuca. The tzimbal is seen in India, and is 
called qani~n, an Arabic word for a psaltery. The Chinese have it, the 

ydng kin; but the Chinese themselves, and their books, say that it came 
from India. It is seen also in Burmah, and sometimes in Japan. 

Instruments made with strips of wood, and struck with two sticks, are 
common in many parts of the world. Our xylophone is of this type. One 
form, the marimba, is widespread and exceedingly popular in many parts 
of Africa. 

The Cuban negroes have brought with them not only a knowledge of 
the marimba, but its name. In Cuba they very commonly make such 
instruments in a rude fashion, which they call, in their Spanish, marnm- 
bol~. 

In Russia, Poland, Bohemia, Hungary, Rumania, Germany, the 
usual and popular name is everywhere a word pronounced tzimbal. 
The German hackbrett, hackebrett, is properly applied to the dulcimer. 
Colocci (" Gli Zingari," p. 29I) calls it "il cimballo" (the tzimbal). In 
French a dulcimer is tympanon. 
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The word "tzimbal" is from the Greek K!.LflaXov (kimbalon); Latin, 
cymbalum or cymbalon; hence the German spelling Cymbal, but spoken 
tzWmbdl. Gypsies call it tzimbdl. 

The term is probably applied to it from its clear, loud ringing sound, 
like that of cymbals. 

In short, the tzimbal is an ancient Oriental instrument, now character- 
istic of the Gypsies in the Orient and Europe, and used almost exclusively 
by them. It was unknown in Western Europe before the fourteenth or 
fifteenth centuries. Soon after, the dulcimer began to be played, and 
one or two centuries ago it was popular in England, Germany, France, 
and other parts of Europe. It now has fallen almost entirely into disuse. 

II. PAN'S PIPE, KOBZA, AND VERTICAL FLUTE. 

The Rumanian Gypsies use the Pan's pipe as a prima-donna instru- 
ment, playing the same notes as the first violin. It is peculiar to the 
Gypsies in Rumania and some neighboring districts north and east. It 
is often made in the form of a curve, to move more easily under the 
mouth. They call it muskdl, which is the Rumanian word muscal4 
(pronounced muskfl), meaning "a whistle." In their orchestras here the 

muskdl very often takes the place of the tzimbal. The two are never used 
together. The Hungarian Gypsies do not play the muskil. 

The skill with which they perform on the Pan's pipe is surprising, - 
now soft, low, sweet, and now loud, penetrating, and yet most agreeable. 
Several accomplished musicians who have often heard them assert that 
they play superbly, and produce most beautiful and wonderful musical 
effects, which cannot be equalled by the flutists of the best orchestras in 
Europe. There is something particularly sweet, rich, and attractive 
about the music of the vertical flute when skilfully played, but it is very 
difficult to play. The Pan's pipe is simply from seven to twenty vertical 
flutes of different lengths fastened together in a row, or curve, and closed 
at the lower end. 

The Pan's pipe is tuned by Rumanian Gypsies before every piece 
played by dropping from one to four peas into the proper pipes, thus 
sharping or flatting them. They know the notes required, and have very 
nice ears for time and tune; also they can vary the tone by their method 
of blowing. 

Mahillon (vol. iii, p. 409; vol. i, p. 47) adds that these Ldfitdr also 
change the pitch by inserting wax in a pipe. 

This method of tuning explains the ancient Peruvian stone Pan's pipe, 
whose impossible scale has puzzled archaeologists. Indeed, it bears evi- 
dence that it was so tuned. 

Bancroft ("Native Races of the Pacific," vol. iv, p. 19) mentions this 
very method of tuning them by the Indians. 

Although the Pan's pipe is or has been found in nearly all parts of the 
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world, at present its use in Europe, Asia, Northern Africa, and America 
is almost entirely confined to these Gypsies of the Rumanian district. 
These are seen all over Europe, particularly in some parts of Germany, 
and occasionally even now in America. They have a Pan's pipe fastened 
to their ears, turn a hurdy-gurdy, and beat a drum on the back by 
strings fastened to the foot. Above the drum is a triangle, and cymbals 
played also by the feet. I have seen them here also, playing the Pan's 

pipe alone. 
In central and southern Italy very many of the boys make rude Pan's 

pipes themselves of reeds and call them Fischietti ("whistles"). So 
some of the peasants use it, one popular name being zampogna. 

Mahillon (vol. ii, p. 331) states, "The villagers near Milan during the 
carnival sometimes make up bands of fifteen or twenty people, who play 
Pan's pipes, a big drum, and the cymbals." 

Some fifty years ago it was attempted to form such bands in England. 
The shepherds of the Pyrenees and Madrid scissors-grinders occasion- 
ally use a sort of Pan's pipe. They are mentioned by Spanish poets as 
zampofia. The Oliver Ditson Company do not sell more than one in ten 
years. They are made still in Berlin, now of metal, as more durable than 
the old bamboo style. Some of these are sold in Naples. But, except as 
above stated, the Pan's pipe in Europe and America is used only in 
theatres and as a toy or curiosity. "During the middle ages in Europe 
it enjoyed great favor, but now it is confined to the wandering musi- 
cians" (Mahillon, vol. i, p. 47). Mahillon excepts Rumania, and men- 
tions the curious fact that there it is called Ndi, as well as Muscalil. 
Ndi is the Persian word for a vertical flute, and is so used also by the 
Arabs. This word came from the Orient. It seems, however, likely that 
Gypsy influence has made itself deeply felt in Rumania, for the na- 
tional Rumanian air, " The D6ind," is Gypsy music, many Rumanians 
state. 

In China and Japan, Pan's pipes are seen, but are not common. The 
Phan (pronounced Pan i) of Siam is a Pan's pipe. Shakespear, Hind. 
Dictionary, gives Mzsigdr (~L ) as a Pan's pipe used by dervishes 
and shepherds, but it is rare in India. 

It is very seldom seen in Egypt or Asiatic Turkey. Most natives in 
those countries have never seen one, and know no name for it. As to 
Persia, Colocci (p. 291) says, "In 18io, when the brother of the Shah 
of Persia returned from Paris, he passed through Rumania, and heard 
some Gypsies play the Pan's pipe (zampogna), and acknowledged they 
surpassed the Persians themselves, the recognized masters of this 
instrument." 

Dr. E. M. v. Hornbostel, who for years has studied Pan's pipes, has 
recently written an account of those in the Berlin Museum from Stid- 
Neu-Mecklenburg, discussing those of Java, Siam, etc., and the music. 
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His article well illustrates the use of this instrument in the Farther 
East. 

The British Museum has an ancient Peruvian Syrinx called huayra- 
puhu-ra. It was also known in ancient Mexico. 

As a very ancient instrument, the Pan's pipe (a-'pvm, -cnpyyos), 
is men- 

tioned in Homer (Iliad, o10, 13). How much it was used by the ancient 
Greeks and Romans does not seem clear. According to Smith's Diction- 
ary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, p. io88, "It was the appropriate 
musical instrument of the Arcadian and other Greek shepherds. When 
the Roman poets had occasion to mention it, they called it fistula and 
also, from the material of which it was made, arundo, calamus (reed), or 
cicuta (hemlock). Sometimes the pipes were in a curve." A Rumanian 

dictionary, under Chimpdi (Pan's pipe), gives Latin gingrina, calamus, 
arundo, cicuta, fistula. 

The Lydians used it for military music (Herod. i, I7). A Pan's pipe 
with bellows two thousand years old was found at Tarsus. Representa- 
tions of it from the sixth century are found on the rock sculptures near 
Kermanshah, Persia. 

As to the origin of it, the ancient folk-lore myth is this: The god Pan 
became enamored with the nymph Syringa. She evaded him, and 

finally was changed into reeds. The disconsolate Pan still followed her, 
and made of the reeds the syrinx (Italian, siringa; French, Flate de Pan; 
German, Panpfeije). The modern Greek name is the same as the an- 

cient, syrinx, and also the popular word syringa 
(a;-vp•yya). 

There are 
numerous illustrations of the Pan's pipe from the ninth to the four- 
teenth centuries, and it is shown also in sculptures on cathedral porches 
and choirs in Spain, Rouen, Exeter. It was a favorite instrument of the 

wandering French and other minstrels. 

Briefly, the Pan's pipe in Europe seems always to have been the instru- 
ment of shepherds, wandering minstrels, and Gypsies; and to-day its 
use is almost confined to the Gypsies in or near Rumania. There one 
word for it is Nai. The Gypsies in parts of southeastern Europe also use 
siarna (zarn ) for their oboe. The use of this instrument there is nearly 
exclusively by Gypsies. Both words are Persian, and from it used in 
Turkish. 

A Gypsy orchestra often consists of one or two first violins, a viola, vio- 

loncello, a contra-bass, a Pan's pipe, and from one to three kobzas of dif- 
ferent sizes. The kobza is another instrument not used by Hungarian 
Gypsies. It is the Arab lute, and from it the Rumanian Gypsy musicians 
derive their name, LdItardr (sing. Lditdr). The Arabic dl'ftd becomes in 
Turkish ldit, ldvat 

(• 
3), whence the Gypsies obtain another word for 

their kobza. Hungarian Gypsies, as they have no kobza, often call a 
violin Ldvazt. Exactly the same kobza is played by European Gypsies 
who wander over to Smyrna and the northern coasts of Asia Minor. 
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It is well known to the people there, who style it the Bzilgrli. Another 
curious fact about this word is that one word for bagpipe in Poland is 
kobza. Many Poles, I find, are familiar with it, and it is given as the only 
word for "bagpipe" in two Polish pocket dictionaries. Engel (p. 124) 
uses this language: "It is remarkable that in the most northern coun- 
tries of Europe musical instruments are to be found which, from their 
carved ornamentation as well as from certain peculiarities in their con- 
struction, strongly point to Western Asia as their original home. The 
Icelandic fidla might well be mistaken for a large Arab rebab." 

Arab and Turkish Gypsies for centuries have visited Norway and 
Sweden with their instruments, giving acrobatic shows with music, sing- 
ing, and dancing. Hence people call them Tatar&. Fifteen years ago 
every summer several such bands were accustomed to take the steamers 
bound for the North Cape. They landed at various towns along the coast, 
and were taken up again on the return trip. So in Sweden I have many 
accounts of the same Arab Gypsies, who were tattooed, and who offered 
to and did tattoo some of the Swedish lads. The tattooing showed that 
they were Arabs. Did any such Gypsies at some time leave some of their 
instruments behind, perhaps afterwards copied ? 

Many of these bands were flourishing and had elegantly made instru- 
ments. They amuse and entertain the country people there, have plenty 
of money, and are looked upon quife differently from the common poor, 
degraded, suspected Swedish Gypsy. 

The Norwegian steamer captain always carried them free, as they 
entertained the passengers, the crew, and himself. They played instru- 
ments of the fiddle, lute, and flute types, bagpipes, tambourines, casta- 
nets. Here we have a clear instance of all these coming into Europe for 
centuries through Turkey, and not Spain. The Russian Gid6k ("pea- 
sant's fiddle") is very old, and its form shows that it did not originate in 
Western Europe. 

Some Gypsies in Syria are famous for their skill on the vertical flute 

(Arab, shabbdbdh 
[ax. 

], also m~njdira). The exquisite performances 

on the same (qavdl [J~ ], Turk.) by the Mevlevi dervishes are always 
admired. The Kurdish shepherds play it (Kurd., bglutr). It is made of 
English walnut (gsds) wood; and they rub it with butter and place it in 
the sun, when it becomes a light pretty red. Another smaller in diameter, 
but longer, is called shdmshit, and is put in a wooden case when not in 
use, it is so fragile; this produces softer and sweeter music even than the 
bltir. They learn first on a vfl1k, a kind of flageolet. 

A popular Kurdish folk-lore story illustrates the reputation of its 
music. There was once a poor shepherd who watched the flocks of a 
very rich Kurd. He had thousands of sheep, goats, cattle, and horses, 
and could at any moment place a thousand retainers in the field to punish 
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an enemy or on a marauding expedition. He had a beautiful daughter 
who fell in love with the poor shepherd and the sweet music of his bllur, 
and he reciprocated her affection. She begged her father to allow them 
to marry. For a long time he was obdurate. At last to her incessant 
pleading, for all Kurds are devoted to their children, he said this:" If he 
can keep his flock of five hundred sheep from drinking at the spring for 
three days, you shall marry him." The shepherd watched them day and 
night. Whenever they approached the spring he played his sweetest airs 
on his bliir. The sheep know this music is their call. They love it. So 
as he walked away from the spring each time playing, they always fol- 
lowed him. At the expiration of the three days, no sheep had touched 
the water of the spring. So he won his Kurdish beauty. They were mar- 
ried, and he and his descendants have always been noted as the best 
performers on the b1liir, the sweetest of instruments. 

The popular word for it in Russia, Poland, Bohemia, is didka, some- 
times svirygl. The word is 

fliyfra 
in Moravia, Rumania, Bessarabia, 

which is also applied to the oboe. In Greece the Vallach shepherds play 
it and a short oboe. Both are called fliard. The same vertical flute is 
known to a few in Italy under the name fldujra. 

All these vertical flutes are substantially the same. They vary in 
length from one to four feet; in diameter, from half an inch to an inch 
and a half. The blown end is sometimes cut square across, sometimes 
bevelled. The bgliir is often cut square, but rounded to a thin edge. 
Gypsies play them everywhere, but they are now one of the most com- 
mon instruments for everybody where they are found, in the Western 
Orient and Southeastern Europe. Often the word dadik is used for 
them in European Turkey and Northern Asia Minor. 

III. THE BAGPIPE. 

The Highland Bagpipe (Pip-mdr, Fib-vdr, [Piob mhor]) is the 
national instrument of Scotland. There is perhaps no instrument of 
which a people are so fond and of which they are so proud as the 
Scotch of their Pipes. It was the ear of a Scotch woman who first 
detected the "Relief of Lucknow," and cried, "Dinna ye hear the 
Slogan?" The Scotch regiments in all parts of the British Empire have 
their bagpipe bands, often consisting of forty or fifty pipers. Wherever 
Scotchmen are found, there you will hear their bagpipe. At the annual 
Scotch dinner of St. Andrew's in Mexico, at every Scotch festival and 
picnic in the United States, and everywhere, we find the Pipes. The 
famous bagpipe band plays every day in the Gardens at Edinburgh; and 
they look so smart in their bonnets and kilts, and step off so jauntily, that 
it puts everybody in good spirits to see and hear them. There is no 
music more enlivening than the bagpipe. It is often spoken of as rough, 
harsh, savage-like music. That may be true, but no music appeals more 
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strongly to the common people. When introduced as new in any country, 
as Egypt, Morocco, India, the natives take to it "immensely." 

So the Irish mala-pipa (maila piob) and the piper, pipara (piobaire), 
have always been popular in Ireland. 

The Welsh never played or liked the bagpipe, although one early 
Welsh king attempted to introduce it from Ireland when he returned 
from his exile there. 

One form, the biniou (pl. of benvek, "instrument," Breton) was very 
popular in Brittany. Another, the musette, like the Irish union pipe 
inflated by a bellows worked under the right arm, was an elegant instru- 
ment played before royalty by a court piper about the seventeenth cen- 
tury. The chalumeau is common in Savoie. These Savoyard pipers 
wander over France, are often in England, and have been met with even 
in Cairo. In Rousillon and the Pyrenees district the cornemuse was the 
instrument for the dance, just as it is in Galicia, Asturias, and the Basque 
Provinces, Spain. No Englishman plays a bagpipe unless perhaps on the 
Scottish border. It is found also in the Auvergne Mountains. 

It appears, then, that it is used in Great Britain, France, and Spain, 
where the Keltic influence is still most felt, perhaps. 

For this reason many suppose the bagpipe was evolved independently 
by and from the Keltic brain. For one who has a Scotch name and a 
Scotch ancestry, it is hard to believe that this is not true. We know it 
must be the fact that other instruments, as the Pan's pipe, must have 
been invented in various parts of the world by different races. 

To study an instrument, it is not enough to know it is found in a 
country: we must learn how common it is, who plays it, in what parts it 
is found, and whence it came. For example, every American child ten 
years old is perfectly familiar with the bagpipe. He has often seen it and 
heard it played, and knows its name. It is often heard in Mexico, in 
every one of the United States, and in Canada; yet it would be mislead- 
ing to call it an American instrument. No American ever plays it. It is 
only used here by four classes, - Scotchmen, and their children born 
here, Irish bagpipers, Italian bagpipers, and Gypsy bear-leaders from 
Southeastern Europe and Syria. 

In many Canadian cities, as Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, there are 
large regimental bagpipe bands. Cape Breton, Prince Edward's Island, 
and some other districts, have large populations, descendants of Scotch 
Highlanders. Many of these even now speak only Gaelic. In these parts 
bagpipes are exceedingly common. So all over Canada and the United 
States, in large cities, are found many Scotchmen and their pipers. 

In Boston are perhaps twenty. Irish pipers were seen in many cities, 
but are largely disappearing. In Boston and vicinity now there can 
hardly be more than three or four. Italian bagpipers are more numer- 
ous, and there are certainly ten here who travel about playing when out of 
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other work. Two or three do nothing except perform on the bagpipe 
(zampogna), and they are Gypsies. 

Then in Canada bear-leaders very commonly play their bagpipes, 
as they find them popular in the Scotch districts; while in the United 
States they find it an incumbrance rather than a benefit. So they often 
leave it with the main band, and play some smaller instrument, or sim- 
ply sing to their bears. 

The bagpipe was never an aboriginal American Indian instrument. 
Wallaschek cites one authority to the contrary, as to one tribe of New 
Mexican Indians, the Keres. But Mr. Stewart Culin, who was collecting 
for several months among this and neighboring tribes, made special 
inquiries for me. He could not learn that the bagpipe is now or ever 
had been, used there. All asserted the reverse. 

So as to Europe, Asia, and Africa, the fact that a bagpipe is some- 
times or often found in a country, is not sufficient. We must learn par- 
ticulars, and such are very scanty, from publications, except as to Great 
Britain. On seeing two or three bagpipes from Egypt in a museum, one 
would suppose they were common there. The fact is, they are very rare. 
I could never find a native who ever saw or heard of one. Very few even 
know any Arab word for it. Artin Pasha, Cairo, the Secretary of Educa- 
tion, writes me, "I never heard of one in Egypt, although he fre- 
quently saw them in Constantinople when a boy; Mr. Findlay, H. 
M. Acting Agent, says, 'Tell Mr. Sinclair the Cameron Highlanders 
introduced the bagpipe into Egypt."' Artin Pasha has lived there forty- 
five years, and "knows more about such out-of-the-way matters than any 
man in Egypt. The negro regiments now have their bagpipe bands, and 
take to it immensely. They play it to the satisfaction of the natives, better 
than the Highlanders themselves; that is, more savagely, with more go." 

General MacLean has also introduced the bagpipe in the army of the 
Sultan of Morocco, and the native bands and soldiers enjoy it "wonder- 
fully." 

In central and southern Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia the bagpipe is a 
common and popular instrument among the peasantry in the country 
districts. They make these themselves, and generally call it zampogna, or 
sampogna. Ciaramella (dialectic in the Messina district, ciaramedda) 
is another common name, which more properly means a small piffero. 
Scoppina is used in the Rome province; and surdelina, cornamulsa, and 
piva are literary words seldom even known to the common people. Some 
Italian bagpipers are Gypsies. 

There is, however, a very numerous class of bagpipers seen all over 
Europe. They are Gypsies from Southeastern Europe and Syria. They 
are seen in England, quite common in France, very frequently found in 
Germany, less frequently in Norway, Sweden, Finland. In Germany 
they are generally perhaps recognized as Gypsies, and called by the word 
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"Hungarians," used in an indefinite sense, and meaning people from the 
Lower Danube region. No German, Pole, Bohemian, Scandinavian, 
Finn, Russian, Austrian, Swiss, Tiroler, Hungarian, Rumanian, Greek, 
plays the bagpipe unless he is a Gypsy. This is almost the universal testi- 
mony of a very large number of natives in these countries, and such has 
been my own experience. Sometimes I have questioned fifty persons in 
a day. A few only have said that some Hungarian, Rumanian, Vol- 
hynian, and Bessarabian shepherds use it. Almost every one has 
asserted the contrary stoutly. Those most interested in the subject and 
the musicians, Gypsies as well as others, who should know the most 
about it, deny such use. 

So in Bulgaria, Rumelia, Macedonia, it is a most popular instrument 
for the dance, weddings, feasts, and is played, mostly at least, by Gypsies. 
The Gypsy piper furnishes favorite dance music in Servia and Croatia. 
In Greece several times a year Gypsy bagpipers come round, sometimes 
two or three together, and are styled Bulgari. People in Constantinople 
call them BoinZk. The ordinary word for a bagpipe in Turkey is gadda, 
ghdida 

(A..L), 
a Greek word, or the Turkish word tfil~zm. Gadda is the 

word in Bulgaria, Servia, Croatia, and is frequently used for it by Polish, 
Bohemian, and Lithuanian authors and poets. The Turkish word 
ghadda (rdida, Parisian r about) is its name in Tunis. See a recent ar- 
ticle by Dr. E. M. von Hornbostel, "Phonographierte tunesische Me- 
lodien," p. 4. It contains an account of a band from Tunis, bagpipe, 
etc., which appeared to be Gypsy. 

Gdita is the only Spanish word, and is used also in Cuba, where 
Spaniards from Galicia, Asturias, the Basques very often play the bag- 
pipe for their dances. 

It is often seen in Syria, particularly played by the bear-leaders. 
The "New York Tribune" of July 8, 90o6, contains a picture of "A 
Travelling Circus in Palestine." One of the men holds the bear and his 
pole. Another plays a bagpipe, and a third a tambourine. It is the same 
light yellow Syrian bear with a stiff mane between the shoulders, the 
same chain and muzzle, the same bagpipe and tambourine, and the same 
men, seen all over America and Europe. . 

The Syrian name for a bagpipe is 'dndiz 
..), 

also mrnjwz), more 
properly applied to the double reed pipe. 

How does it happen that this word gdidais used for the bagpipe in all these 
countries ? Did the Gypsies take the word and instrument with them ? 

The Armenian words for bagpipe are dig and dkjdr (d~kjdr) the 
Rumanian word, chumpgi. The European Gypsies say dudd, gdida, and 
several made-up descriptive words. 

Many Polish poets have written charming little poems on these Gypsy 
bagpipers, as "The Old Dudarz." 

When the Czar of Russia degraded the Archbishop of Novgorod in 
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1569, he said, "The worthy father was fitter for a bagpiper leading a 
dancing bear than a prelate." Paspati (p. 238) mentions the fact that the 
word gdida ("bagpipe") is often found in Gypsy songs. 

Manson ("The Highland Bagpipe," p. 65) says, "The bagpipe and 
short oboe seem to have been intimately associated with the wandering 
minstrels of Germany from time immemorial;" and on p. 38, "At the 
end of the thirteenth century in France it was used only by the lower 
classes, the blind, and the wandering musicians." 

About the seventeenth century it and the Gypsy dancers were very 
popular. Poets sang the praises of "La belle Boh~mienne." 

In A. D. 1307 in England a payment was made to Janno, a bagpiper, 
for playing before the king. " Janno" is plainly the Slavic or Hungarian 
word for "John." Jemmy Allen, the celebrated Northumberland bag- 
piper (1734-810o), was a Gypsy. His life has been written, and his 
exploits heralded in no end of folk-lore stories and songs. Many of the 
Scotch Highland pipers have been Gypsies. One of the colored postal 
cards now circulating contains a representation of "the Highland Gypsy 
bagpiper." Naumann ("Music," p. 260) states, "The popular instru- 
ments of the itinerant musicians during the middle ages were the bag- 
pipe and short oboe." 

The bagpipe was the devil's instrument, and that of sorcerers. Diirer 
so pictured it, and Burns so described it. The Gypsies are rat-catchers. 
The Pied Piper of Hamelin played either a bagpipe or shalmey (oboe). 
The myth has two versions. 

In the summer of 1907 a Gypsy bagpiper, with his yellow Syrian bear 
and Syrian bagpipe, was seen in Farnham, Canada. Formerly many 
passed through every year and amused the people. This bear frightened 
a horse, which ran away. The poor Gypsy was arrested and driven out 
of town, and none have been seen there since. Mrs. Bishop speaks of 
seeing these Arab bagpipers among the Bakhtiari Kurds. I have 
accounts of them in California, Utah, Winnipeg, Man., Mobile, Ala., 
Savannah, Ga., Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, etc., as well as in 
nearly every country in Europe. 

Chambers, a Scotch Encyclopaedia, under "Pibroch," states: "The 
earliest mention of a bagpipe as Scotch military music is at the battle 
of Balrennes, 1594, and before that time it can hardly be considered as 
the national instrument of Scotland." It intimates that in 1411 there was 
no bagpipe there. Manson (p. 53) says, "The first authentic reference 
to it is in 40o6." There are references to bagpipers in Ireland and Eng- 
land even two centuries before. The harp, however, was formerly the 
national instrument of Scotland, as always of Ireland and Wales. 

The bagpipe is an old instrument in the East, and probably the same 
as that mentioned in Daniel iii, 5, 1o, 15. It is now common in Azer- 
baijan, Persia. It was known to the Greeks and Romans. A coin of 
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Nero's time represents him as playing on a bagpipe. No Greek or Latin 
words for it are found in ancient authors, although the piper is mentioned. 
It could hardly have been a common instrument in A. D. 50 in Greece or 
Rome. The snake-charmer and jugglers of India and Ceylon now use a 
rude sort of bagpipe very similar in form to that of the oldest Roman 
bagpipe. It is used also by some hill tribes in India, but is not often seen 
there. Some of the Indian native regiments now have their bagpipers. 

The usual Hungarian word for "bagpipe" is diidd, and for the piper, 
dudas (duddsh). This is also the Gypsy word there. Sometimes they also 
say gdfda. In Polish and Bohemian the most common word is duda, or 
the plural, dudy; for a smaller one, the diminutive dudka (pl. dudky), 
which is the Russian word. In Bessarabia the Russian word is volynka 
(vdl/nkd). 

We find Lithuanian duda; Lettish duda; Wend duda; Croat. dude, 
gaijde; Servian duda, gajda; Slovak, dudy, gaydy; Slovenian duda, gdJda ; 
Polish duda, gajda, dudy, dudka; Bohemian dudy, kejda, gaidy; Bul- 
garian gaida; Greek gaida; Turkish gaida; Portuguese gaita; Span- 
ish gaita; France Roussillon gaita. The ordinary spoken word in the 
above languages north of Servia is some form of duda. In Germany 
the most common word now is Dudelsack; the piper Dudler, also a 
word for "a silly fellow." The Polish and Bohemian Dudy is used in the 
same sense for "a simpleton." Dudel is a slang German word for 
Dudler, and is the origin of our word "Doodle," a simple fellow, and 
Yankee Doodle: hence our word "dude," a silly fop. 

Pretorius (early seventeenth century) uses Dudey for bagpipe, not 
Dudelsack. The Century Dictionary gives " Doodlesack" from German 
Dudelsack; from Pol. dudy; Boh. duda, dudy ; Slov. dude, a bagpipe, 
etc. Scott used the word in "Old Mortality." The Irish word dudara 
(dudaire) is a trumpeter or piper; and slang Irish dudin, a pipe. Perhaps 
it is found in the refrain of an old English song, " Duda, dudd, dJ," which 
are the exact Gypsy words, "bagpipe give." This word duda is plainly 
not of Hungarian, German, or Slavic origin. It is the same as the Turk- 
ish word duduk, any kind of pipe, and especially the vertical flute. So in 
Russia duda, dudka, is the only word for a vertical flute, and, as we have 
seen, is very common there in some districts. This word belongs in the 
Balkan Peninsula and the north coast of Asia Minor. Did the Gypsies 
take it and the Dudy with them north and west ? There are in all these 
countries other words for a bagpipe, but this word is by far the most 
commonly used. Linde's Polish Lexicon in four large quarto volumes 
goes into the use of the word fully. 

IV. CONCLUSION. 

The whole matter can be briefly summed up thus: The Tzimbal is 
now played almost exclusively by Gypsies. It is a very ancient instru- 
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ment, which originated in the East. The Pan's pipe is old, and in Europe 
and the Western Orient used now only by Gypsies in and near Rumania. 
Otherwise it is simply a toy or practically a curiosity. 

The Bagpipe east of France and Italy is at the present time almost 
entirely in the hands of Gypsies of Southeastern Europe and Syria, who 
wander with it all over Europe and America, and take their small Oboe, 
Kobza, vertical flute, and other instruments with them; and this they 
have done for many centuries. During the middle ages a similar Gypsy- 
like class of wandering musicians roamed through Europe. Who they 
were, history does not inform us by name. Nearly all of these instru- 
ments, if not all of them, came from Asia, some since the first Crusade. 
Whether the Gypsies brought any of them can only be decided by taking 
a broad view of the question after an exhaustive consideration of every- 
thing bearing on the subject. 

Every one of these instruments merits a long article by itself. It is 
impossible here to do more than to throw out hints, and to speak gener- 
ally of a subject "which opens an enormous scope in, and a deep insight 
into, a neglected chapter of cultural history." 

ALLSTON, MASS. 
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